USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014
Summary & News. Detail p2-10. All forecasts via www.WeatherAction.com

FEB & 1 Mar 2014 SLAT 9A, USA+S.CAN
Maps & full details of timing / regions of events: p 2-10

CRUEL WINTER CONTINUES
Bitter cold and massive
snow N, N/E & Center while
far SW & W often very mild
 ‘Coldmageddons’ & ‘Snowmageddons’ on & on

Produced Jan 31 from choices Jan 16

Polar Vortex confirms WeatherAction
The basic
N/E vs SW
split wellforecast by
WeatherAction for
specific
‘snowmageddon’ &
‘coldmageddon’
spells in
Jan will
continue
through
much of
Feb.

 Far West mild; NW often showery / wintry mix.

HOWZAT! WeatherAction 4week ahead Forecast map ~25-29 Jan matches
AccuWeather Report 27/28 Jan for continuing ‘Polar Vortex’ blast.

 Rockies mostly dry, bright & cold.

The SUN drives weather extremes & Climate http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No03.pdf

● Three periods of most dangerous snow/cold blast/ storm events:
Feb ~3-7th (R3, R4), ~10-12th (R5), ~23-25 (R5)
R4/R5s probably associated with major Earth-facing solar Active Regions &/or large Coronal holes see WeatherAction ‘RTQ’ (Red Weather, Thunder, Quakes) / Extreme Events forecasts.

● Basic approx Pressure developments Details p 2-10
~1-12 Somewhat mobile 1-2nd changes to very cold snowy blasts with Lows N/E and
Higher pressure NW to S / SE; V mild SW
~13-19 Active lows charge NNE parallel to E seaboard from Gulf to NE – heavy snow.
~20-Mar 1 Somewhat more mobile. Still cold & snowy N/E but cold blast not
extending so far South. Far West still mild.
The changes in circulation giving these extreme weather patterns will be driven by changes in the SolarLunar factors which govern the behavior of the Jet stream and are predictable by WeatherAction’s
revolutionary Solar-Lunar-Action-Technique (SLAT9A) months ahead and nothing to do with CO2
changes - the ‘Climate Change’ ‘theory’, which is delusional and fraudulent. The wild extremes are
consequences of the Wild Jet Stream / ‘Mini Ice Age (ie on average significantly colder) Climate
decades the world has now entered. Standard Meteorology will run into serious problems this month in
SLAT main Red (R4 & R5) periods during which short range standard Meteorology forecasts for
precipitation will generally need to be doubled and strong wind / tornado /thunder risk enhanced.
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever
arising from use of forecast information. Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This
forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

Blog
links to
abc tv
Vid Jan
27 and
an AlexJones
Inter-net
Show
interview
(43000
hits in 2
weeks)
Jan 17:
bit.ly/1f2
uo2m

 Piers
Corbyn
was interviewed for
abc tv
following
WeatherAction’s
highly
successful
USA/Can
Dec+Jan
forecasts.
“I explained how we predict how the Sun changes the Jet Stream and polar Vortex –
nothing to do with CO2 - and that these Wild Jet Stream - Mini Ice Age conditions are
here for 2 decades. Abc tv showed examples of our proven skill and got someone from
NASA to comment. However the ‘expert’ refused to play a useful role and his remarks
were so diabolically unprofessional, anti-scientific, rude and dishonest that we are
taking the matter further. He was also bizarrely intent to ‘select’ (distort) reports on
USA cold to underplay its significance - presumably to please his CO2-wamist bosses”.

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014
Page 2. From first data 16 Jan. KEY WEATHER PERIODS. All Available directly on line via http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 2014 – Key Weather Developments in 8 weather periods SLAT9A (USA)
FEB 1-2 Solar Factors: NSF/Q 1-2 Generally more mobile than end Jan with low pressure in Great Lakes moving E/NE and high pressure in NE moving away. High pressure then
dominates in place of the low. Low pressure Mexico/SW USA. High(ish) pressure SW USA. Becoming milder with sleet, rain and snow melt in E/NE parts (and colder later/next
period) as high advances from N/W. ROADS HAZARDOUS FROM SNOW MELT AND REFREEZING. SW mild + showery. West coast showery, mostly mild. Since solar factors are
NSF/Q precip amounts in this period will not change much from short range TV forecasts.
FEB 3-7 Solar Factors: R3 3-5, R4 6-7 Variable then deepening low in Great Lakes and strong High West/Central North USA into Canada. Low pressure Mexico SW USA. Mostly low
pressure off West Coast. Another notable snowblast/snowmageddon NE & E USA on very cold air. Snow showers/wet snow at first then heavy and powdery on 6-7th. Thundersnow
likely. SE cold & showers. SW USA major thunderstorms & damaging hail with tornado developments or threats likely. West coast variable, showers later in period and generally mild.
FEB 8-9 Solar Factors: NSF/Q. Quieter, with Lows around Great Lakes/NE NOT extending so far South. High pressure builds in SE. Rockies High Pressure extending south. Low(s)
off Pacific coast. Snow over + S/E of Great Lakes. Snow showers over wide area of NE USA. Very cold. Florida/SE sunny + quite warm. S States often foggy. SW very mild/warm +
dry. A burst of early spring/summer. West coast generally mild, some showers Vancouver.
FEB 10 – 12 Solar Factors: R5 10-12th An extremely active period. Deep low pressure in NE USA. A band of High Pressure in 2 segments from Western N USA to SE USA. Low
pressure Mexico and off Pacific Coast Snowmageddon Great Lakes, Midwest + NE USA with thunderstorms & possible tornado developments. Cold blast probably not extending to
deep south. SE / Florida dry + bright, quite mild. SW USA warm and thundery, tornadoes likely West coast showers. Sleet Vancouver/Seattle turns to heavy rain + large hail with
thunderstorms + tornado risk.
FEB 13 – 15 Solar Factors: R3 13-15 A significant circulation change Active low(s) move from Gulf to NE USA overland near the coast. High pressure dominates West Northern parts,
the Rockies and South Central USA Low pressure on near Pacific Coast. Low Mexico. Very heavy snow/sleet/rain in East as active low moves NNE and extremely cold air comes from
Canada. Local flooding, large hail, major thunderstorms SW USA warm + dry. Pacific coast showery with heavy rain (snow/sleet further inland) in Vancouver/Seattle area.
FEBRUARY 16 – 19 Solar Factors: NSF/Q 16-17, R3 18-19 Low pressure centre advance up eastern seaboard. High pressure South Central, Rockies & West North. Low pressure
likely over central parts to West of Great Lakes. Heavy rain + local floods preceded by sleet + snow in eastern parts over Great Lakes + Midwest. South Central USA warm + sunny.
very warm/hot, dry & sunny. West coast mild. Rain (sleet + snow further inland) Vancouver, Seattle espec. 18/19th.
FEB 20 – 25 Solar Factors: R3 21-22; R5 23-25 Change to much more zonal circulation over USA (part of a worldwide switch to more zonal flows – eg over Europe). Active lows
move West to East across N USA in thick High-Low-High sandwich. High(er) pressure Rockies + South SE USA. North Central to NE USA including Great Lakes and Mid West
SNOWMAGEDDON. Heavy snow, thundersnow with tornado developments likely esp 23-25th. SE + Florida mostly fine + sunny/bright. Rockies + South Central parts dry + bright SW
very warm, dry. Fire risks enhanced! West coast heavy thundery rain/showers with flash floods + tornado developments.
FEB 26-28/1 MAR Solar Factors: NSF/Q 26-28, R4 1 MAR Rather mobile West-East zonal type Flow with lows along North USA deeper and moving faster than lows to south
Generally High pressure Rockies + West North USA. Low Mexico. Large area of snow showers + heavier snow Great Lakes and Mid-West from Central N USA to N/E; heaviest snow
~1st March. Gulf starts warm + humid + thundery later. SW USA very warm/hot. West coast showers with heavy rain and thunder on 1 March.

To subscribe: Single forecasts; 6months for 5; 12m for 9, go to: http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp
MAPS of Weather periods p 3 onwards

To Watch, Comment or Report on forecasts go to the public blog www.WeatherAction.com - Comments

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information. Application of forecasts is entirely at the
user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 1-2 Forecast

Confidence A = 85%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 1-2
Solar Factors:
NSF/Q 1-2

(L)
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Generally more mobile
than end Jan with low
pressure in Great Lakes
moving E/NE and high
pressure in NE moving
away. High pressure then
dominates in place of the
low.
Low pressure Mexico/SW
USA.
High(ish) pressure SW
USA.
Becoming milder with sleet,
rain and snow melt in E/NE
parts (and colder later/next
period) as high advances
from N/W.
ROADS HAZARDOUS FROM
SNOW MELT AND
REFREEZING.
SW mild + showery.
West coast showery, mostly
mild.

Since solar factors are NSF/Q
precip amounts in this period
will not change much from short
range TV forecasts.
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 3-7 Forecast

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Extremely
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction
& Piers
liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of
Extreme
cold Corbyn accept no
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may notcold
be used in production of other forecasts without a

H

L
Variable,
mostly mild

COLDMAGEDDON

Deepening
Low

L

Very cold

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 3-7
Solar Factors:
R3 3-5, R4 6-7
Variable then deepening
low in Great Lakes and
strong High West/Central
North USA into Canada.
Low pressure Mexico SW
USA.
Mostly low pressure off
West Coast.
Another notable
snowblast/snowmageddon
NE & E USA on very cold air.
Snow showers/wet snow at
first then heavy and powdery
on 6-7th. Thundersnow likely.

FOGGY
FOGGY

SE cold & showers.

L
Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

FOGGY

Cold,
showery

SW USA major
thunderstorms & damaging
hail with tornado
developments or threats
likely.
West coast variable, showers
later in period and generally
mild.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 8-9 Forecast

Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast
may not be used in production of other forecasts without a
Very cold

L
Showery
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Extremely
sharp
frosts

Dry, cold,
bright

SNOW

Fog
Sunny

L

L

L

Snow showers

later

(H)

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 8-9
Solar Factors:
NSF/Q
Quieter, with Lows around
Great Lakes/NE NOT
extending so far South.
High pressure builds in SE.
Rockies High Pressure
extending south.
Low(s) off Pacific coast.
Snow over + S/E of Great
Lakes. Snow showers over
wide area of NE USA. Very
cold.
Florida/SE sunny + quite warm.
S States often foggy.

Fog
Very
mild

Very mild,
bright, warm

L

(probably
low)

H

SW very mild/warm + dry. A
burst of early spring/summer.

later

Sunny

West coast generally mild,
some showers Vancouver.

Warm

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 10 – 12 Forecast

Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of
Extremely
cold

L

Coldmageddon

H

Icy

L

L
Snowmageddon

Icy
Thick
fog
SW USA warm and
thundery, tornadoes likely.

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

L

Solar Factors:
R5 10-12th
An extremely active period.
Deep low pressure in NE
USA.
A band of High Pressure in
2 segments from Western N
USA to SE USA.
Low pressure Mexico and
off Pacific Coast
Snowmageddon Great Lakes,
Midwest + NE USA with
thunderstorms & possible
tornado developments.

Bright, very cold

L

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 10 – 12

Quite mild

H

Bright +
mostly dry

Cold blast probably not
extending to deep south.
SE / Florida dry + bright,
quite mild.
SW USA warm and thundery,
tornadoes likely.
West coast showers.
Sleet Vancouver/Seattle turns
to heavy rain + large hail with
thunderstorms + tornado risk.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 13 – 15 Forecast

L

Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Solar Factors:
R3 13-15

Extremely
cold
RAIN

L

Bright + cold

SLEET

H

Dry

Bright + cold

Fog
Dry

Warm

L

Sunny

L

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 13 – 15

Mist

A significant circulation
change
Active low(s) move from
Gulf to NE USA overland
near the coast. High
pressure dominates West
Northern parts, the Rockies
and South Central USA.
Low pressure on near
Pacific Coast.
Low Mexico.
Very heavy snow/sleet/rain in
East as active low moves NNE
and extremely cold air comes
from Canada. Local flooding,
large hail, major
thundestorms.
SW USA warm + dry.
Pacific coast showery with
heavy rain (snow/sleet further
inland) in Vancouver/Seattle
area.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 16-19 Forecast

Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 16 - 19
Solar Factors:
NSF/Q 16-17, R3 18-19

Snow

L

L
H
L
H
H
L
Snow

Wet + breezy
later

Sleet/snow
esp 18/19
Mild

Cold

Low pressure centre
advance up eastern
seaboard.
High pressure South
Central, Rockies & West
North. Low pressure likely
over central parts to West
of Great Lakes.

Dry

Dry

Very warm

Sunny

L

Heavy rain + local floods
preceded by sleet + snow in
eastern parts.
Snow over Great Lakes +
Midwest.
South Central USA warm +
sunny.
SW very warm/hot, dry &
sunny.
West coast mild. Rain (sleet
+ snow further inland)
Vancouver, Seattle espec.
18/19th.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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FEBRUARY 20-25 Forecast

L

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Solar Factors:
R3 21-22, R5 23-25
SNOW

L L

Heavy snow

Dry

L

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 20 - 25

L

SNOWMAGEDDON

Warm

H

Very warm

L

Tornadoes +
thunder esp
23-25th

Hot
Humid

Active lows move West to
East across N USA in thick
High-Low-High sandwich.
High(er) pressure Rockies +
South SE USA.

SLEET

Sunny

Change to much more zonal
circulation over USA (part of a
worldwide switch to more
zonal flows – eg over Europe).

H
Mostly fine +
sunny/bright

North Central to NE USA
including Great Lakes and
Mid West SNOWMAGEDDON.
Heavy snow, thundersnow
with tornado developments
likely esp 23-25th.
SE + Florida mostly fine +
sunny/bright.
Rockies + South Central parts
dry + bright.
SW very warm, dry. Fire risks
enhanced!
West coast heavy thundery
rain/showers with flash floods +
tornado developments.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast FEBRUARY 2014 - MAPS
Issued 31 Jan from SLAT 9A (USA). Web access to forecasts http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember.asp

FEBRUARY 26-28/MAR 1 Forecast

Cold blast

Very
cold

L

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approx.

H
Snow

L
Very
warm/hot

L

Solar Factors:
NSF/Q 26-28, R4 1 MAR

L

Mist + fog

Key Weather Development
FEBRUARY 26-28/1 MAR

H

L

Mild

Rather mobile West-East
zonal type Flow with lows
along North USA deeper
and moving faster than
lows to south.
Generally High pressure
Rockies + West North
USA.
Low Mexico.
Large area of snow showers +
heavier snow Great Lakes and
Mid-West from Central N USA
to N/E; heaviest snow ~1st
March.
Gulf starts warm + humid +
thundery later.
SW USA very warm/hot.
West coast showers with heavy
rain and thunder on 1 March.

Warm + humid.
Thunder later.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

